Diversity of neurodegenerative processes in the model of brain cortex tissue ischemia.
Stroke is known to induce massive cell death in the ischemic brain. Either necrotic or apoptotic types of cell death program were observed in neurons in zone of ischemia. We suggest that spatial heterogeneity of glucose and oxygen distribution plays a crucial role in this phenomenon. In order to elucidate the role of glucose and oxygen in ischemic neurons choice of cell death pathway, conditions corresponding to different areas of insult were reproduced in vitro in the model of surviving brain cortex tissue slices. Three zones were modeled in vitro by varying glucose and oxygen concentration in surviving slices incubation media. Modeled ischemic area I (MIA I) was corresponded to the center of suggested ischemic zone where the levels of glucose and oxygen were considered to be extremely low. MIA II was assigned as intermediate area where oxygen concentration was still very low but glucose was present (this area was also divided into two sub-areas MIA IIa and MIA IIb with physiologically low (5mM) and normal (10mM) level of glucose respectively). MIA III was considered as a periphery area where glucose concentration was close to physiological level and high level of ROS production had been induced by reoxygenation after anoxia. Analysis of molecular mechanisms of cell death in MIA I, IIa, IIb and III was carried out. Cell death in MIA I was found to proceed by necrotic manner. Apoptosis characterized by cyt c release, caspase 3 activation and internucleosomal DNA fragmentation was observed in MIA III. Cell death in MIA II was accompanied by several (not all) hallmarks of apoptosis. Mechanisms of cell death in MIA IIa and MIA IIb were found to be different. Internucleosomal DNA fragmentation in MIA IIa but not in MIA IIb was sensitive to glycine (5mM), inhibitor of NMDA receptor MK-801 (10microM) and PTP inhibitor cyclosporine A (10microM). Activation of caspase 3 was detected in MIA IIb but not in MIA IIa. However cytochrome c release was observed neither in MIA IIa nor in MIA IIb. In MIAs II-III apoptosis was accompanied by uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation, which was induced by rise of intracellular Ca(2+) and intensive ROS production. Results obtained in present study allow us to propose existence of at least four molecular pathways of cell death development in brain ischemic zone. The choice of cell death pathway is determined by oxygen and glucose concentration in the particular area of the ischemic zone.